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It is God’s Fault
Is it God’s fault that the Supreme Court of the United States (SCOTUS) has ruled that
homosexual marriage is legal in all 50 States? I will address that topic in a moment but we need
to preface this topic with some information.
Preface
This article will not address the issue if SCOTUS ruling was constitutional. (Many would say the
Court’s decision was unconstitutional because it interfered with State Rights, specifically going
against the 10th Amendment of the Bill of Rights.)
This article will not use the word ‘gay’ to replace the word homosexual or homosexuality. (Gay
is a euphemism for the word homosexual, used to lessen the ‘sting’ of the fact that
homosexuality is a perversion. In the Word of God there is nothing gay about homosexuality.)
In this article I will use the word we in a generalized manner. We may include myself, and at
other times it will not. We will include all Christians and at other times will be in regards to
specific Christians. So we is used overall in the sense of we the people. I have committed some
of the sins I list in this article. I do not write this article because I am better. I am nothing but a
sinful human being who has been cleansed by the Blood of Jesus Christ that is becoming
sanctified by the power of the Holy Spirit.
When I use the word ‘Christian’ in quotes I am not saying a ‘Christian’ is not saved. That is in
the hands of God alone. What I am saying is that the beliefs, attitudes, mindsets, actions, or
behavior of a ‘Christian’ does not line up with the Word of God. Some would call such
individuals as carnal Christians. However, some would say there is no such thing as a carnal
Christian. Others would call such individuals as backsliders. I would go as far as to say many
‘Christians’ are not truly born again.
When I use the word sinners I am talking specifically about unbelievers, non-Christians.
I am only addressing sexual sin, unbiblical divorce, and unbiblical remarriage in this article when
I talk about the judgment of God. It should be obvious to any true believer that the Body of
Christ is guilty of much more than these sins to bring the judgment of God upon the Church.
I will not take the time to quote Bible passages regarding certain statements because the truth is
almost all my readers certainly know what the Bible says. However, at a later date when I have
more time I will give references.
As strongly as I may be against certain sins, behaviors, mindsets, attitudes, and actions, this
article is not directed at any one individual (other than any statements directed towards President
Obama), and is not written in hate even if strong words are used at times. (Other than I have a
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strong hatred of lies, deception, the twisting of Scripture, rebellion towards God’s Word.) This
article is written for the purpose of addressing deception, rebellion, hypocrisy within the Body of
Christ and to exhort Christians to wake up, repent, and become true followers of Jesus Christ for
the proclamation of the Gospel.
The Truth About Sexual Sin
Before I address the fact (yes fact) that God is to blame for the ruling of SCOTUS, we need to
address the truth about sexual sin. Sexual sin is that-sexual sin. It is sin. No person, no matter
what their title can legitimize sexual sin. The truth is sinners and many Christians are committing
sexual sin. There are married heterosexual couples that are committing sexual sin. So there is no
question in a person’s mind what sexual sin is, we have listed the various forms of sexual sin.
There are certainly more than what we have listed.
Take note that a person can repent of any of the sexual sins listed and receive forgiveness from
God.
Homosexuality is Sin
Regardless of what a person may think about homosexual marriage, the truth according to the
Bible is that homosexuality is sin. Yes, there are sinners and deceived ‘Christians’ that try to
twist the Scriptures to justify the sin of homosexuality. There may be reasons why people are
homosexual, but that does not change the fact that Scripture makes it clear it is sin. Homosexual
love is sin. Love outside the realm of God’s definition of love is sin.
Homosexual marriage (even if the Bible allowed it-it doesn’t) between two individuals of the
same sex will never legitimize homosexual six because homosexuality itself is sin and
homosexual sex is certainly sin according to the Bible.
Fornication is Sin
Heterosexual sex outside of marriage is sin. Again there are sinners and ‘Christians’ that try to
justify sex outside of marriage but the Bible makes it clear that it is sin. In fact fornication
actually means illicit sex which includes any type of sex outside of the will of God. Adultery is
fornication, homosexual sex is fornication, heterosexual sex outside of marriage is fornication,
adultery, bestiality is fornication, and pedophilia is fornication. 1 Corinthians 6 gives a list of
sins that can cause a person to experience eternal punishment. Fornication is on that list along
with homosexuality.
Adultery is Sin
Adultery is when either party is married and has sex with someone other than their spouse. Since
SCOTUS has legalized homosexual marriage, then any homosexual married person who has sex
with someone other than their spouse is committing adultery. Again there is way to justify
adultery in the eyes of a Holy God.
Pornography is Sin
Whether a person is a single or married if they are participating in pornography they are sinning.
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Unbiblical Divorce is Sin
Besides sexual sin, there is the sin of divorce. This sin takes place among sinners and Christians
(at about the same ratio.) According to Scripture divorce is sin if there are no biblical grounds for
the divorce. The only Biblical grounds for divorce is a partner commits adultery, and
abandonment by an unbeliever (note abandonment by an unbeliever, not a believer). Different
individuals have different definitions of what abandonment is, but most of us would agree what it
for sure is not. If a person gets a divorce for any other reason they are sinning.
As a side note, separation is different than divorce and there are times for separation to take place
with the hope of reconciliation.
Unbiblical Remarriage is Sin
The Bible makes it clear that people who have unbiblical divorces are sinning if they remarry. If
a person has had an unbiblical divorce they need to repent of it before getting married. They need
to consider if it is God’s will for them to be married even if they repent of an unbiblical divorce.

God Hates Sinful Sex
The Scriptures make it clear that God hates sin. He especially hates sexual sin. So much so He
brings harsh judgment upon those who willingly, on an ongoing basis live a life of sexual sin.
Why does God hate sexual sin so much? Because it mocks the gift God gave man and it mocks
the relationship between God and man.
God gave man (and plants and animals) something that is unique to Him-the power to create. It is
a gift. God gives man the ability to procreate through the means of sex. The difference between
man and animals and plants is that God intended procreation through sex to be on the basis of
love, not just to procreate. Love as defined by God, between a man and a woman. When
individuals perform acts of sinful six they are mocking God’s gift. They are abusing His gift.
They are perverting God’s gift. They are ‘dissing’ God.
Who is behind sinful sex? Satan. It is one of the best tools he has in his arsenal to mock God and
sinners and ‘Christians’. So when a person is participating in sexual sin they are mocking God,
dissing God, and cooperating with Satan. This is why God hates sexual sin.
God Hates Divorce
Scripture makes it clear that God hates divorce and Jesus said it is only because of the sinful
heart of man that God even allows certain reasons for justifiable divorce. The main reasons God
hates divorce is not because He hates divorce. It is because He loves marriage.
Marriage is the representation of the union of Christ with the Church. Sex within marriage is the
presentation of the intimacy between Christ and the Church. Divorce mocks that union. Yet
sinners are getting divorced for all kinds of unbiblical reasons and then getting remarried.
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Homosexual marriage is a total mockery of the symbolism of biblical marriage.
Scripture makes it clear that God only recognizes remarriages that are based upon the divorced
person having a biblical divorce. This article is not on this topic and all the ramifications,
exceptions, etc. This statement is mainly to address the fact that unbiblical divorces and
unbiblical marriages are taking place all the time in the Church and it is a mockery of marriage
and the principles found in Scripture. It mocks the symbolism of biblical marriage.
Christians and Sexual Sin
I am getting closer to why it is God’s fault for the SCOTUS ruling on homosexual marriage. Just
bear with me. I am building a solid foundation for the basis of my statement.
Sexual sin among Christians is just as rampant as among sinners. That includes perverted sex
that is a total mockery of God. We are talking about sexual sin among single and married
Christians. Sexual sin among younger and older Christians. Many Christians try to find every
reason to justify their sexual sin and their unbiblical divorces and remarriages. American pastors
are condoning sexual sin and are involved themselves in sexual sin.
Anyone who addresses the topic of sexual sin and confronts sexual sin among the Body of Christ
is called a legalist, judgmental, holier than thou. Instead of repentance among the Body of Christ
there is a rebellion to the concept of repentance. Sadly, much of the American Church has
embraced the mindset of the culture to the point of calling evil good and good evil. Many
‘Christians’ have embraced the concept that homosexuality is not sin and fornication among
heterosexuals is not sin if the individuals love each other. Now Christian churches are
condoning, and going as far as to encourage such behavior.
In many churches there could be a Christian committing adultery with someone in the church,
the person gets divorced and then gets married in the same church with the person they were
committing adultery with in the church. Sadly pastors over and over again are marrying couples
who have had unbiblical divorces and never repented of their unbiblical divorce. They may even
be the guilty party of an unbiblical divorce.
Sadly, what is taking place in the realm of the NEW sexual revolution (It is not new, Sodom and
Gomorrah was doing it thousands of years ago, it was taking place in the Corinthians church) in
the world is being adapted by the Christian Church. However, in the 1970’s when there was the
sexual revolution there was also a Jesus Revolution. Individuals were repenting by the masses
and becoming born again Christians. (Yes there were some distortions that occurred but overall
there was an acknowledgment that sexual sin was wrong, not something to embrace.) Now
instead of a Jesus Revolution and the Church being a light, the Church embraces darkness.
Christians Should Be a Light
Every Christian knows that Christians are to be light. Even sinners know this. So in the arena of
sex and marriage Christians should be a light to a fallen world. Christians should be a light in the
moral decline of America. Christians should be an example of how to live in sexual and moral
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purity. Christian marriages should be an example of how to do it God’s way. Christian singles
should be an example of how to do it God’s way. Christians should be a light to show how you
handle a bad marriage so that it can be restored.
Christian Singleness and Christian Marriage
Christian marriage and Christian singleness should show the world the benefit of doing things
God’s way.
Singleness-No sex before marriage as something good and honorable. Showing the power of
God to give strength to walk in sexual purity. Something that entices the world to want to have a
relationship with Jesus Christ because they see the benefits of singlehood and knowing Christ.
Marriage-Christians staying married not because they are supposed to, or because they are
putting up with each other, but because God gave them the grace and power to work through
their issues. Yes, they maybe even got separated for a time to work out sin issues, but they
ultimately became transformed by God to have a powerful testimony of the grace of God.
Instead what has taken place is overall the Body of Christ has nothing to offer the lost. They are
no different than the lost and have become like the lost. This is why many homosexuals will
argue that ‘you are not better than us’. We are more committed than you.’ (This is a blatant lie
among the male homosexual community. Even male homosexuals who get ‘married’
acknowledge that most of them are not faithful. When you walk in blatant rebellion to God you
lack self-control.)
How in the world can ‘Christians’ say practice abstinence when they are not practicing
abstinence?
God’s Judges the Church First
Well, I am almost to making the point of God is to blame for the SCOTUS ruling on homosexual
marriage. I think some of you are already getting the point loud and clear. Some of you reading
this are ‘Christians’ are lost in the midst of the truths I am sharing.
1 Peter 4:15-18 (NKJV)
But let none of you suffer as a murderer, a thief, an evildoer, or as a busybody in other
people's matters.
16
Yet if anyone suffers as a Christian, let him not be ashamed, but let him glorify God in this
matter.
17
For the time has come for judgment to begin at the house of God; and if it begins with us
first, what will be the end of those who do not obey the gospel of God?
18
Now "If the righteous one is scarcely saved, Where will the ungodly and the sinner appear?"
15

Based upon all that I have shared it should become very clear that based upon 1 Peter 4:15-18,
God must judge the Body of Christ in America in regards to the sexual sins, unbiblical divorces,
and unbiblical remarriages taking place in the lives of ‘Christians’. Why, because He has no right
to judge the lost who do not have the Spirit of God living in them if He does not first judge those
who claim the Name of Christ?
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If our Holy God does not judge us as believers first, then He is no longer a Holy God and 1 Peter
4:17 is not true. A Holy God must judge sin at some point in time. There must be a consequence
for willful, ongoing sin. Sadly the judgment of God falls upon the unjust and just when it comes
upon a nation or a group of people. The nation of Israel is an example. They were/are God’s
chosen people. When their sin had come to the point of demanding God’s judgment, God
brought judgment upon the nation of Israel. Even the remnant suffered the consequences (but
God gave them grace to go through His judgment-that is good news in the midst of bad news.)
The Church Missed an Opportunity
The Church in America has a power that most Christians do not have in the world. The power in
the right to vote. The power of political office. The power of referendums. The power to freely
proclaim the Gospel. The power of freedom to pray, preach, teach, and evangelize. If the Church
had used these powers for the sake of righteousness and the Gospel, America would not be in the
condition it is in.
Christians in America should not only be faithful Christians but faithful Americans. They should
not take their freedom lightly. They should do all they can to protect their freedom so they can
freely share the Gospel. A Christian who shirks their responsibility to be a faithful American has
no right to complain about the condition of America. A Christian who refuses to hold the
political system accountable to the principles of Scripture is a Christian that deserves the
America we now live in. Sadly faithful American Christians who love what America stands for
and what the Bible stands for, suffer the consequences of unfaithful Christians.
Too many Christians have listened to the lies and deceptions of politicians. Too many Christians
have become politically correct with the world. Too many Christians have supported and voted
for politicians that are voting the opposite of biblical principles.
Here is a truth that must be spoken, Why? Because if there is going to be a drastic change in
America getting back to God there needs to be repentance among the Body of Christ. This is
regards to President Obama, the most anti-Christian, anti-Bible, anti-Constitution President we
have ever had. Maybe Christians voted for him as President the first time out of lack of
knowledge. However, any Christian who voted for him the second time, or any politician like
him, forced the hand of God to bring judgment.

It is Time for God’s Judgment Upon the Church
Instead of taking heed to the warnings, the cries of the prophets and exhorters in the Body of
Christ, overall the Church has not repented of its sexual sin and instead has condoned and even
promoted sexual sin. Needless to say there is much more the Church has embraced, but this
article is in regards to homosexual marriage. The Church has become like rebellious Israel. The
Church has embraced darkness.
The Church has forced God to bring judgment upon the Church first, then America.
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It is God’s Fault for the SCOTUS Ruling on Homosexual Marriage
Well, we are finally there. IT IS GOD’S FAULT THAT SCOTUS RULED IN FAVOR OF
HOMSOEXUAL MARRIAGE. Why?
Because God made the decision to be a Holy God, to say No to the rebellion of the Body of
Christ (‘Christians’). God has chosen to bring judgment upon the Church. God has chosen to say
ENOUGH! If you want to embrace the lies of this world, then you can experience the
consequences of these lies. You can see what happens when you condone, endorse, and even
practice blatant, perverted, unspeakable sexual sin. You embraced fornication among Christians.
You embraced adultery among Christians. You embraced homosexuality, bi-sexuality, and
transgender among Christianity. You embraced unbiblical divorce, unbiblical remarriage. You
have made a mockery of my institution of marriage and the beauty and glory of sexual
reproduction. You have partnered with my enemy Satan. YOU ARE NOT A LIGHT BUT
INSTEAD HAVE PROMOTED DARKNESS. YOU GET WHAT YOU WANT!
Yes, it is God’s fault for the SCOTUS ruling. Why? Because He is God. He could have
prevented it. He could have stopped it from taking place. He could have taken the life of one of
the judges that ruled in favor of homosexual marriages. He could have prevented one of them
from ever being nominated and voted into the position. He could have stopped President Obama
from having a second term. God could have heard the cries and prayers of the remnant (which I
would argue did not weep and prayer seriously enough to move the hand of God).
If God told Abraham if there were only ten righteous people in Sodom He would not bring
judgment, then this tells us that America and the Church must have very few righteous. It means
that a majority of Christians are ‘Christians’. It means there was not enough of a remnant to stop
God’s judgment.
God did what He is supposed to do-judge sin, judge a rebellious people, judge a rebellious
nation, BUT most importantly judge the Church first. God had no choice but to allow SCOTUS
to rule for homosexual marriage. So it is God’s fault for the SCOTUS ruling.
God is Not the Blame!!!!!!!!
Okay have I become bi-polar? Absolutely!!!!! Well, not really. At the end of the day it is the
unrepentant sin of the Church that lead to the decision of SCOTUS. The sin of the Church, not
the sin of the lost. The lost has always been on the earth. If God always brought judgment
because of the sin of sinners there would not be a human being on earth. God is a merciful God.
God is a longsuffering God. In Acts it even says that God winks at the ignorance of the wicked.
The problem is the Church should not be ignorant. There is a time when God says enough. In
America yesterday God said enough. God is saying “Church, repent and get right with me, or I
will bring judgment. I will use the homosexual movement and specifically the homosexual
movement to bring judgment upon the Church. I will literally bring judgment upon the Churchthe complacent. I will bring persecution that you have never known in America.”
Here is something to think about. This will boggle your mind.
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What group of Christians will be persecuted? It will not be the homosexual marriage friendly. It
will be those who stand for the Word of God. That does not seem fair does it? So why would
God do that?
Two reasons. One bad and one good if the remnant will themselves repent.|
1. Because the remnant have been complacent. Many have been silent. Many have straddled the
fence. Many have attacked the remnant who have been sounding the alarm. Many of the remnant
have been controlled by emotions and feelings instead of the power of the Holy Spirit. They are a
remnant-they believe in the truth. But they have not been a light or a dim light.
2. The second reason God will bring judgment and allow persecution is because it is time to
separate the wheat from the tares. Judgment and persecution always does this. This is a good
thing. The true remnant will know who is for God and who is not.
Another good thing happens out of judgement and persecution. It brings true repentance,
holiness, and the spread of the Gospel We are certainly in need of a final move of God before the
Rapture of the Church.
Warning to the True Remnant
Repent!!!! Yes WE ALL NEED TO REPENT. We have all fallen short of God’s glory. ALL of
us.
Christians need to repent of living a lifestyle of fornication and adultery.
Pastors need to repent of encouraging divorces instead of taking the time of ministering to
couples that have had horrific things happen in their marriage. Pastors need to repent of marrying
couples who have had unbiblical divorces without the couples of repenting of their sin and
determining if it is God’s will for the couple to be married even if they repent.
We all need to take marriage serious.
Christians need to repent for believing the lies of this world and trying to be politically correct
and biblically correct at the same time.
Warning-Don’t Partake of the Bait of Satan
Satan would love to get Christians offended and start attacking those who are praising
homosexual marriage. Don’t partake of the bait of offense.
Satan wants to divide America. Divide and Conquer. Satan wants to create an Us and Them
mindset. Don’t partake of the bait. We are Christian and Americans. Maybe in the end the lost
will reject us and take away our freedoms, but until that occurs let’s find a way to keep open
communication and love with those who appear to be enemies.
Satan wants to get Christians to give up and give in. Don’t partake of the bait. The story is not
over yet.
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Satan wants to get Christians to become fearful, make rash decisions, and live by emotions
instead of the Word of God Don’t partake of the bait.
Satan wants Christians to look at the sin of sinners and supposed Christians and forget about
their own sin. Don’t partake of the sin.
The Remnant Must Stand in the Gap
The Old Testament is filled with instances where God’s judgment was thwarted by the
intercession of others. Because of the remnant throughout the ages God has held back His
judgment. More than ever the remnant must stand in the gap. The remnant must cry out for
God’s mercy and a powerful move of God’s Spirit. The remnant must stand for truth. The
remnant must proclaim the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
DON’T GIVE UP!!!!!!
NOW YOU KNOW WHY IT IS GOD’S FAULT FOR THE SCOTUS DECISION ON
HOMOSEXUAL MARRIAGE.
YOU ALSO KNOW NOW IT REALLY IS NOT GOD’S FAULT, IT IS THE BODY OF
CHRIST FAULT.
YOU ALSO KNOW JUDGMENT CAN BE THWARTED IF THE BODY OF CHRIST
REPENTS.
YOU ALSO KNOW THAT REGARDLESS OF WHAT HAPPENS, GOD WINS THE
BATTLE IN THE END AND YOU ARE ON HIS SIDE IF YOU STAND UPON THE
TRUTHS OF THE WORD OF GOD!
SUMMARY
In reality it is not God’s fault that SCOTUS has made homosexual marriage legal in all 50 States.
It is the unrepentant attitudes, mindsets, behavior, actions of American Christians that has forced
a Holy God to issue judgment against America, specifically the Church. It is the ongoing sexual
sin among ‘Christians’ that mocks the beauty of sex within the bounds of marriage. It is the
ongoing sin of unbiblical divorce and unbiblical remarriage that mocks God’s plan for marriage
to represent the relationship between Christ and the Church.
It was the role of American Christians to show the world and specifically homosexuals that
God’s perfect plan for marriage is a lifelong commitment between a husband and wife that
reflects the love of God. Instead it failed miserably.
The American Church is to blame for the SCOTUS decision because they shirked the freedoms
and rights they have as American citizens. Instead of electing and holding accountable Biblically
sound politicians they caved into politics as usual. Enough bought into the politically correct lies
instead of choosing to be biblically correct.
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God is using the SCOTUS decision to bring judgment and persecution among the Body of Christ
to bring repentance among the remnant and to separate the wheat and tares.
There needs to be strong repentance among the Body of Christ so God can hear their cries.
The remnant must not partake of the Baits of Satan.
The Remnant must stand in the gap and NOT GIVE UP! GOD WHENS IN THE END.

Additional Articles
Warning to American Christians-Responding to Homosexual Marriage
What Should Christians Do
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